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The following app of the Office Prev Trophies Trophy Guide, PS3 On this page of our trophy guide to Uncharted 2: Among thieves, you'll find a list of all the trophies available for PlayStation 4 Remaster. Our table shows you what type of trophy you are looking for and refers to its proper description in our guide. Important note - The trophies listed below do
not include trophies that are only available in the original PlayStation 3 game. You can find the missing PS3 trophies on a separate page of our guide - Full list of trophies.NAME FROM TROPHYTYPESECTION In guidePlatinumPlatinumOtherCharted! - EasyBrownStoryCharted! - NormalBrownStoryCharted! - HardSilverStoryCharted! - CrushingGoldStoryFirst
TreasureBrownSecretsNovice Fortune HunterBrownSecretsIntermediate Fortune HunterBrownSecretsProfection Fortune HunterBrownSecownSecretsMaster Fortune HunterSilverSecretsRelic FinderBrownSecretsMaster Thief CollectionGold The Description Trophy is available under table20 HeadshotsBrownCombat100 HeadshotsBrownCombat250
HeadshotsSilverCombatHeadhead ExpertSilverCombatBare-knuckle BrawlerBrownMelee combatBare-knuckle SluggerBrow The newMelee combatBare-knuckle ExpertSilverMelee combatDyno-Might MasterSilverDescription trophy is available under the tableHangmanBrownCombatGrenade HangmanBrownCombatatRun y-GunnerBrownCombatSteel Fist
MasterSilverMelee combatSte El Fist ExpertBrownMelee CombatMaster NinjaSilverMelee combatSurvivorSilverOther30 Kills: Mk-NDIBrownWeapons30 Kills: Desert-5BrownWeapons30 Kills: Wes-44BrownWeapons50 Kills: Dragon SniperBrownWeapons50 Murders: 92FS - 9mmBrownWeapons50 Murders: M4BrownWeapons50 Murders: Micro -
9mmBrownWeapons30 Murders: Moss-12BrownWeapons30 Murders: RPG-7BrownWeapons50 Murders: SAS-12BrownWeapons20 Kills: PistolBrownWeapons50 Kills: M32-HammerBrownWeapons50 Kills: FALBrownWeaponsNew paparazzi in TownBrownDescription trophy is available under the tableStaYing DrySilverDescription trophy available under
tableKvik Jaunt through WarzoneGoldDescription trophy available under the tableBullet Train of HellBrownDescription trophy available under the table! - BrutalGoldDescription trophy is available under the tableSupernatural Born KillersBrownDescription trophy is available under the tableCosplayBrownDescription trophy is available below the tableYOLO
Among thievesBrownDescription trophy is available under the tableToo fat too FuriousBrownDescription trophy Available under the TableTake Me to your leaderBrownDescription trophy is available under the tableNeder for SpeederBrownDescription trophy is available below the tableH hard to fool HarderBrownDescription trophy is available below the table
Master Thief CollectionTrophy type: Gold How to Unlock: Find all the treasures and Relic. Comment: You just need to complete the tasks of two other collectible trophies - Master Fortune Hunter (find 100 treasures) and Relic Finder (find a kind of artifact - Strange relic). Dyno-Might MasterTrophy Type: Silver How to Unlock: Kill 5 Enemies With a Single
Explosion. Comment: This is a more sophisticated version of the Triple Dyno-Might trophy available on the PS3 version. It forces you to kill 5 enemies in one attack, not just three. You can use a grenade launcher, grenade launcher or grenade launcher to earn this trophy. Look for opportunities when enemies are close together and cause an explosion before
they are over. A good place to unlock the trophy is, for example, the beginning of Chapter 12. Nate can infiltrate the neighborhood of the enemy group. The best way to attack them is to use RPG-7 grenade launchers. A new type of paparazzi in TownTrophy: Brown How to Unlock: Explore Photo Mode. Comment: Photo mode is only available on the
PlayStation 4 version and is disabled by default. You have to enter the game options and choose the Enable Photo Mode option to activate it. From now on, you can press down the directional at any time to activate the Type Photo Mode.Staying DryTrophy: Silver How to Unlock: Complete the third chapter if the game is less than 6 minutes and 30 seconds.
Comment: This is one of three trophies that require you to make a speedran. Become interested in it when you have completed the game. Then select Chapter 3 in speedrun mode so you can see the counter on the screen. Change the level of complexity to simple. Attack your enemies aggressively during the speedrun, so you won't lose too much time. If you
have made too many mistakes in a particular location, then the best option is to load the previous checkpoint. Fast Jaunt via WarzoneTrophy Type: Gold How to Unlock: Full Chapter 5 of the main campaign in less than 7 minutes and 30 seconds. Comment: This is one of three trophies that require you to make a speedran. Interest them after the game and
select Chapter 5 in speedrun mode - the time counter will be visible on your screen. Change the level of complexity to simple. Attack your enemies aggressively during the speedrun, so you won't lose too much time. Always try to get to other parts of the city as quickly as possible and don't waste your time visiting extra places. Bullet Train of HellTrophy Type:
Brown How to Unlock: Complete Chapter 13 in less than 7 minutes. Comment: This is one of three trophies that require you to make a speedran. Interest them after you have completed the game. Then select Chapter 13 in speedrun mode so you can see the counter on the screen. Change the level of complexity to simple. During high-speed traffic, focus on
getting to successive carriages as quickly as possible. falling from a train and colliding with passing (like when you walk on the roof of a train car). Outlined! - BrutalNote - This is one of the extended collection of DLC trophies Uncharted 2: Among Thieves Remastering (PS4). It's not necessary to unlock the platinum trophy. Trophy Type: Gold How to Unlock:
Finish the game on Brutal without changing the difficulty. Comment: Brutal is the name of the highest level of difficulty. You have to be very careful playing at this level of difficulty (the hero may die after one or more enemy attacks) and be sure to save ammo (try to kill your enemies aimed at their heads). Supernatural Born KillersNote - This is one of the
expanded collection of DLC trophies Uncharted 2: Among Thieves Remastering (PS4). It's not necessary to unlock the platinum trophy. Trophy Type: Brown How to Unlock: Defeat 5 Guardians with a Sniper Rifle. Comment: Monster Guards appear in Shambhala during the final part of the campaign. It is best to earn this trophy during Chapter 25. You can
find a sniper rifle in the game world or unlock it using codes/cheats. Use a sniper rifle to kill 5 guardians. CosplayNote - This is one of the extended collection of DLC trophies Uncharted 2: Among Thieves Remastering (PS4). It's not necessary to unlock the platinum trophy. Trophy Type: Brown How to Unlock: Kill the Enemy by playing as an alternative
costume character other than Drake. Comment: The costumes and skins of other characters can be activated from the Bonus menu - they will appear there as you progress through the game. Choose any alternative character costume and kill any opponent. YOLO Among ThievesNote - This is one of the extended collection of DLC trophies Uncharted 2:
Among Thieves Remastering (PS4). It's not necessary to unlock the platinum trophy. Trophy Type: Brown How to Unlock: Complete the last chapter without dying of normal difficulty or harder. Comment: We're talking about Chapter 26. Choose a normal level of difficulty and just play more carefully to avoid getting hit and getting any other serious injuries.
Take a look at our step-by-step guide to learn how to effectively avoid the attacks launched by the game's ultimate boss - Lazarevic.Too Fat Too FuriousNote - This is one of the trophies of the extended collection of DLC Uncharted 2: Among Thieves Remastered (PS4). It's not necessary to unlock the platinum trophy. Trophy Type: Brown How to Unlock:
Complete continuous launch speed like a Drake doughnut. Comment: To complete this trophy you must choose the continuous speed run game mode and activate The Drake Doughnut in the Bonus menu. You have to complete all the stages in this way (preferably at a low level of difficulty). Fortunately, the game won't force you to finish the launch speed
within a certain period of time. Take Me to LeaderNote - This is one of DLC's extended collection of trophies Uncharted 2: Among Thieves Remastering (PS4). You don't have to. Unlock the platinum trophy. Trophy type: Brown How to Unlock: Compare stats with friends. Comment: Being on the main menu, choose the bonus option and then the stats. By
selecting any item on the list, click X on the controller to show you the best results. Compare your result with anyone on your friends list. Needer for SpeederNote - This is one of the trophies of the extended collection DLC uncharted 2: Among Thieves Remastered (PS4). It's not necessary to unlock the platinum trophy. Trophy Type: Brown How to Unlock:
Complete the game in time in less than 3 hours and 30 minutes. Comment: You have to choose a continuous speed start from the main menu. Also, set a low level of difficulty so you can skip some fights or just win them much faster. If you get lost or spend too much time on the puzzle, then download the last checkpoint to repeat this particular stage of the
game. Cheat Hard to Cheat HarderNote - This is one of the trophies of the extended collection DLC Uncharted 2: Among Thieves Remastered (PS4). It's not necessary to unlock the platinum trophy. Trophy type: Brown How to Unlock: Activate one of the available settings. Comment: You can activate cheat codes (Tweaks) very easily after you have finished
the game for the first time. Anytime during your gameplay, select The Bonus from the Pause menu and then Tweaks. You can activate any setting/cheat. Next App Controls Prev Trophies Trophy Guide, PS3 PS3 uncharted 2 remastered dlc trophy guide
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